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Abstract: In this work, the existence and uniqueness solution of the 
Hammerstein integral equation (HIE), with a generalized singular 
kernel, is discussed and solved numerically using Toeplitz matrix 
method and Product Nyström method. Moreover, the error analysis for 
these methods is discussed. Finally, numerical results when the kernel 
takes a generalized logarithmic form, Carleman function and Cauchy 
kernel function are investigated. Also the error, in each case, is 
estimated. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION  
 
Many methods are used to obtain the solution of the nonlinear integral equation. 
Abdou et al. [1] obtained numerically the solution of the singular Fredholm 
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integral equation. Abdou et. al. [2] obtained a numerical solution for the 
nonlinear integral equation of Hammerstein type. Abdou and Hendi [3] solved 
the Fredholm integral equation with Hilbert kernel numerically. Abdou [4] 
obtained the solution of linear and nonlinear integral equation. Abdou and 
AL-Bugami [5] studied Fredholm integral equation with a generalized singular 
kernel in the linear case and solved this equation numerically. Emamzadeh and 
Kajani [6] solved nonlinear Fredholm integral equation by using quadrature 
Methods. Ahmad and Akbar [7] solved nonlinear Fredholm integral equation 
using Lagrange Functions. 
In this paper, we consider the HIE with a generalized singular kernel of 
the form  
( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , , ( )) ( )
a
a
t k g t g t d f t       

                        (1) 
where the free term ( )f t  and the kernel ( ( ) ( ) )k g t g   are known functions, 
and ( )t  is the unknown function to be determined. The numerical coefficient  
is called the parameter of the integral equation, may be complex, and has many 
physical meaning, while the parameter  defines the kind of the integral equation. 
The function ( )g t is a continuous with its derivatives in [ , ].t a a   
We assume the following conditions: 
(i) The kernel ( ( ) ( ) )k g t g   satisfies the discontinuity condition 
1
2 2{ | ( ( ) ( ) ) | } , (  )
a a
a a
k g t g dtd c c 
 
     　 is a constant .
 
(ii) The given function ( )f t  is continuous in the space 2[ , ],L a a  and its norm 














(iii) The known continuous function ( , , ( ))t t    satisfies, for the constants 






1 [ , ]








(b) 1 2 1 2( , , ( )) ( , , ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,t t t t M t t t           
where 







2.  EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF THE SOLUTION 
 
In this section, we prove the existence of a unique solution of Eq. (1), under the 
conditions (i-iii) by using successive approximation method: 
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Theorem 1: The solution of the nonlinear two-dimensional VIE (1) with 




                                                              (2) 
To proof this theorem we must state the following lemmas:  







  is uniformly 
converge to a continuous solution ( ).t  
Proof :  
We construct the sequence of the function ( )n t such as: 
1( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , , ( ))n nt f t k g t g t d       

                           (3) 
with, 
0( ) ( )t f t                                                               (4) 
Here, it is convenient to introduce 
1( ) ( ) ( )n n nt t t                                                       (5) 
where, 
and 0( ) ( ).t f t    
0






                                                                  (6) 
Using the properties of the modulus, the relation (3) takes the form: 
1 2( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , , ( )) ( , , ( ))n n nt k g t g t t d





          (7) 
Using the condition (iii-b), we obtain: 
1 2( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( ) ( )n n nt A k g t g d





                    (8) 
with the aid of (5) and take the maximum over t we get, 
1
0 0
max ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) max ( )n n
t T T
t A k g t g d


    


   

   
Then, we have 
1
1




   
By using the condition (i), we obtain: 
1
1
( ) { } ( ) .n nt c A   

                                             (9) 
Inequality equation (9) takes the form: 
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2
,2 1 2 1 , , 2 1 1
0 0
, , 2 1 2 1,2 ,2
0
, 2 1 2 1/2 1,2 1,2 1
1,2 2 ,2
( ) [ ( , , ,..., )
3
          { [ ( , , ,..., )
6
3 3






i m i m j n j j i s m j j lj
j j
n
j n j i s m m m l m
j
i s m m m m
m l m
h
f t w k w g t
h
w k g t
g t
    



















l m l m  
          (10) 
where equation (10) 
1
1
( { } 1).c A 

   
If we let n=1 in equation (7) and using the condition (ii) we get, *1 1 ,N   
then, by using the mathematical induction, we obtain 
1 ,  0,1,2,...
n
n N n                                           (11) 
This bound makes the sequence 
{ }n  converges under the condition of equation 
(2), and hence the sequence 
{ ( )}n t  converges so,  
0





                                                    (12) 
The infinite series equation (12) is uniformly convergent since the terms 
( )i t are dominated by [ , ] [ , ]C a b C c d . 
Lemma 2: A continuous function ( )t represents a unique solution of equation 
(1) 
Proof : 
To prove that ( )t represents a unique solution of equation (1), we prove that 
( )t defined by equation (12), satisfies Eq. (1). Set ( ) ( ) ( )n nt t s t   where, as 
n  then we get, 
1
1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ) )( ( , , ( ) ( ))n nt s t f t k g t g t s d





      
Therefore, using the condition (iii-a) we have, 
0
1
max ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , , ( ))
t T
t f t k g t g t d

      
  

    
1
0 0
max ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) max ( )n n
t T t T





   

                       (13) 
In view of the condition (i), the previous inequality takes the form: 
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1
( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , , ( ))t f t k g t g t d

      
 






{ }.c A 

  
So that, by taking n large enough, the right hand side for relation equation (14) 
can be made as small as desired, thus, the function ( )t  satisfies 
( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , , ( )) ( )t k g t g t d f t       

                      (15) 
and therefore it is a solution of equation (1). 
Now, to show that ( )t is the only solution, let ( )t is also a continuous solution 
of equation (1), hence:  
( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , , ( )) ( , , ( )) .t t k g t g t t d

           


        (16) 
With the aid of conditions (i, ii-b), the equation (16) then, 
1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,  { } 1.
c
t t A        

                       (17) 
Since 1 1,  then the inequality equation (17) is true only if ( ) ( ),t t  which 
is the solution of equation (1).   
 
3.  TOEPLITZ MATRIX METHOD 
To discuss the solution of equation (1) numerically, using Toeplitz matrix method, 
we write the integral term as:  




k g t g t d k g t g t d h
N
           


      
(18) 
Then, we approximate the integral term in the right hand side by  
( ( ) ( ) ) ( , , ( ))




k g t g t d
A g t t nh nh B g t t nh h nh h R
     
   


    
　　  
(19) 
Where, ( ( )),  ( ( ))n nA g t B g t are two arbitrary functions to be determined and R is 
the error estimate. 
As the principle idea of the Toeplitz matrix to obtain the values of the function 
( ( )),  ( ( )),n nA g t B g t  we assume ( ) ( ), ( ) ( )g g g      respectively, in 
equation (19), where ( )g t is a monotonic increasing function. This yields a set of 
two equations in terms of two unknown functions where, in this case, the error is 
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vanishing. Solving the results we have: 
1
1
( ( )) [ ( , , ( ) ( )) ( ) ( , , ( )) ( )]nA g t t nh h g nh h g nh h I t t nh h g nh h J t
h
        
1
1
( ( )) [ ( , , ( )) ( ) ( , , ( ) ( )) ( )] nB g t t nh g nh J t t nh g nh g nh I t
h
             (20) 
 
Where 
( , , ( )) ( , , ( ) ( ))
1
( , , ( )) ( , , ( ) ( ))
h t nh g nh t nh h g nh h g nh h
t nh h g nh h t nh g nh g nh
 
 
    
   　　
, 
( ) ( ( ) ( ) ). ( , , ( ))   , ( )





I t k g t g t g d J t
k g t g t g g d
    







                     (21) 
Using equation (20) in equation (19), the integral equation (1) becomes 




t D g t t nh nh f t   

                       (22) 
Using the following notation, for t = mh,  
 
,( ) ( ) ,  ( ( )) ( ( )) ,  ( ) ( )m n n n m mt mh D g t D g mh D f t f mh f          (23) 
 
we get the following system of nonlinear algebraic equations  
, ( )
N
m n m n m
n N
D f   





( (  )),                                                                    
( (  )) ( (  )),                                      
( (  )),                                 
N
n m n n
N
A g mh n N






    





   (25) 
 
The matrix 
,n mD  may be written as , , , ,n m n m n mD G E  where  
, 1( ( )) ( ( )),   ,n m n nG A g mh B g mh N m n N                    (26) 
is a Toeplitz matrix of order 2 1N  and  
1
,
( (  )),   
0,                        




B g mh n N
E N n N
A g mh n N
   

   
 
 
Represents a matrix of order 2N+1 whose elements are zeros except the first and 
the last columns (rows). 
The solution of the system equation (20) can be obtained in the form 
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1
, , , ,( ) [  ( )] ( ),  - (G ) 0n m n m n m n mmh I G E f mh I E    
                (27) 
3.1.  Error analysis of Toeplitz Matrix Method 
The error term R is determined from equation (19) by letting 2( ) g g   to get,  
2 2
2
( , , ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( ( )) ( , , ( ) ( ))





R t g g k g t g d A g t t nh g nh g nh
B g t t nh h g nh h g nh h
      


   




(a) The method is said to be convergent of order r in [ , ]a a  if and only if for N 
sufficiently large there exists a constant D  0, independent of N, such that 
( ) ( ) .     rNt t DN 
   
(b) The nonlinear algebraic system equation (24) has a unique solution, under 
the convergence condition:  






                                 (29) 
 
(d) The estimate local error R of (19) is determined by the following relation  
,( ) ( ( )) [ ( ) ( )]
N
N n m N
n N
t t D nh nh R   

   
 
where N is the approximate solution of equation (1). 
 
4.  PRODUCT NYSTRÖM METHOD  
 
We discuss the solution of Fredholm integral equation using the product Nyström 
method. Consider the integral equation: 
( ) ( ( ), ( )) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , , ( )) ( ) 
a
a
t p g t g k g t g t d f t        

               (30) 
when the kernel ( ( ) ( ) )k g t g  is singular within the range of integration. We 
can often factor out the singularity in ( ( ) ( ) )k g t g  by writing it in the form 
( ( ) ( ) ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( ( ) ( ) ) k g t g p g t g k g t g                         (31) 
Where p and k are respectively badly behaved and well behaved functions of 
their arguments, respectively, ( )t is the unknown function, while ( )f t  is a given 
function. Equation (30) can be written in the form  
0
( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , , ( )) ( ) ,  0,1,...,  
N
i ij i j i j i j i
j
t w k g t g t t f t i N     

    (32) 
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 and N even, and wij are weights. 









( ( ) ,  ( )) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , , ( ))
( ( ) ( ))( ( ) ( ))
( ( ), ( )) . {  . ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , , ( ))
( ) (2 )
( ( ) ( ))( ( ) ( ))
( ( )













p g t g k g t g t d
g g g g
p g t g k g t g t
g h g h
g g g g
k g t g
g h g h
      
   
     














2 1 2 1 2 1
2 1 2
2 2 2 2 2 2
0
( ) ) ( , , ( ))
( ( ) ( ))( ( ) ( ))
( ( ) ( ) ) ( , , ( ))}
(2 ) ( )
( ( ) ( ) ) ( , , ( )) 
j i j j
j j
i j i j j
N
ij i j i j j
j
t
g g g g
k g t g t d
g h g h
w k g t g t
    
   
     











,0 1 ,2 1 1
,2 1 , 2
( ), 2 ( )
( ) ( ), ( ) 
i i i j j i
i j j i j i i N N i
w w
w w
   














( 1) ( ( ), ( ))
(2 )
( ( ))





p g h g d
g h
g h
p g h g d
g h
      















p g h g d
g h
          
(35) 
Here, in equation (35), we introduce the 
variable
2 2( ) ( )  ( ), 0 2jg g g h       . 
Therefore, the system equation (32) has a solution.  
1[ ]  I W F                                                             (36) 
Where I is the identity matrix, and 0I W    
4.1  Error Analysis of Product Nyström Method 
The product Nystrom method is said to be convergent of order q in [ , ],a a  if 
and only if for sufficiently large N there exists 0C  independt of N such that 
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( ) ( ) qNt t CN 
   
Also, we can easily prove that  
0






                               (37)  
-The approximate solution ( )t of equation (30) is 
( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , , ( )) ( )t f t k g x g y t y d E t     

              (38) 
Where, ( )E t  indicates the error functional of Nyström method operating on t . 
We set ( ) ( ) ( ),e t t t    for the error in our result, and then we can be found by 
subtracting equation (38) from equation (1) 
( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , , ( )) ( )e t k g t g t e d E t      

                      (39) 













                                (40) 
Provided that 1  is less than unity, we have therefore a rigorous bound for the 
error in the result. In other word, if a reasonable large number of points is used, 
we may replace ( )t  by ( )t in computing the error term ( ).E t  
 
4.2  Convergence of the Product Nyström Method 





( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
N
i m n m i
m
N
i m n m i
m
t w t f t

















e w e E t 

                                                (41) 











From the equation (37), we have 
2
2









                              (42) 
where e  is the finite vector modulus. Under the condition 2 1,   we have 
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therefore the bound of the error, in other words, the Nyström method is 
converges. 
 
5.  NUMERICAL EXAMPLES  
 
In this section, we apply the previous methods to obtain numerical results for 
equation (1), with logarithmic kernel, Carleman function and Cauchy kernel. By 
using Maple 10 the approximate solution, and the absolute error in each case, is 
obtained and computed, respectively.  
 
Example 1: For integral equation  
1
3 3 3 6
1
( ) ln ( ) ( ), ( exact solution ( ) , 1) t t d f t t t t      

    
 
Toeplitz matrix method and product Nyström method are used to get the 
































































































































































Example 2: For integral equation  
 





( ) ln ( ( )) ( ), ( exact solution  ( )  ) t tt e e d f t t e     

   
 
The Toeplitz matrix method and product Nystrom method are used to get the 
































































































































































Example 3: Consider the integral equation  
1
3 3 2 5
1
( ) ( ) ( ),   ( exact solution ( )  )          t t d f t t t

      


   
 
Here Toeplitz matrix method and product Nystrom method are used to get the 
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( ) sin( ) sin( ) ( ) ( ),  (exact solution ( ) cos( ))t t d f t t t

      


   
 
Here, the Toeplitz matrix method and product Nystrom method are used to get 









































































































































































( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), (exact solution ( ) )  t d f t t t
t






Here, the Toeplitz matrix method and product Nystrom method are used to get 





































































































































































( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),  (exact solution ( ) )  t
t
t d f t t e
e e
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Here, the Toeplitz matrix method and product Nystrom method are used to get 




















































































6.  CONCLUSIONS  
From the previous examples, we deduce the following: 
a)  When the values of N are increasing, the error is increasing. 
b)  The error increase when the values of is increasing. 
c)  In the Carleman function, the error increase when the values of N and are fixed 
and when values of increasing. 
d)  As t is increasing in interval [-1,1], the errors due to Toeplitz matrix method 
and product Nystrom method are also increasing. 
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